Case History - Benchmark Contracts Ltd
Leading the way
Benchmark Contracts Ltd is a main contractor with specialist roofing division, operating
in the South East and the Midlands. They have been established since 1991 and were the
fourth supplier to join Constructionline.
Mark Turner, the director of Benchmark Contracts Ltd, remembers those early days and the
reasoning behind their decision, ‘We appreciated and valued what Constructionline meant
and realised that in the long term it would save us an enormous amount of time and
money and generate lots of business opportunities. A decade later, we can certainly say we
made the right choice’.

Maintaining the standard
The construction industry has developed a lot since the early days of Constructionline,
and the service has kept the pace of the industry by incorporating new regulation within
the criteria. This ensures all Constructionline accredited suppliers meet each and every
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criteria that buyers may impose and by doing so, the database has continued to reduce
duplication in the pre-qualification process.
Mark adds, ‘Each and every PQQ that is filled out at our offices generally takes 1 full day
to complete properly and accurately. This task alone is costly and mundane and seems
ridiculous when most of these PQQs simply replicate the information that is already stored
and is far more detailed on Constructionline.’
‘In addition, the support from the Constructionline customer service team in terms
of response times, knowledge and general helpfulness has been very good. I would
recommend that other companies try it and see how they could benefit from being
registered’, he finishes.

“It is very difficult to
calculate the amount of time
and money saved in all since
joining Constructionline,
however it has without doubt
saved an enormous amount,
while also providing new
opportunities and client
information”
Mark Turner
Director,
Benchmark Contracts Ltd
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